We present a model of an environment to evaluate the behaviour of an agent trying to hide from a pursuer. The model computes the direction and the amount of protection provided by the environment. The computational complexity of this problem is improved by using a parallel implementation of this algorithm.
Introduction
Both humans and animals have developed effective strategies for dealing with external agents. External agents can either be cooperative, adversarial or indifferent. When dealing with adversaries, the agent has to either a) actively pursue the agent to remove the threat or b) hide and avoid the pursuers for self preservation.
The research being undertaken is to investigate the aspect of reasoning required for hiding. Hiding could be classified as a pursuit and evasion problem. Existing research on pursuit and evasion has mainly focused on pursuit. Examples of pursuing agents include [6] using genetic algorithms, VI using reactive planning and [lo] using distributed AI. These agents operate in empty space where they do not have to consider any obstacles at all. An example of a pursuing agent that considers obstacles, is the agent proposed by [8] , where the evader is avoiding the pursuer, while also avoiding obstacles, but the model of the environment is not used for hiding. Agents that actually perform hiding are very few. The two hiding agents found in literature are by Flynn et al. 151 and Stobie et al. [12] . The robot by Flynn et al. is an insect like robot that seeks out shadows to hide in. In terms of ability to hide, it is very limited. The agent of Stobie et al. employs high level hiding to avoid its pursuer in a 2D environment.
Like most high level reasoning systems that need to interact with the real world, an evader (agent trying to hide) needs to have a model of its environment. In this paper we present such a model aimed towards the task of hiding. The environment that is being modelled is a 3D world with objects represented as their polygonal approximations. Pursuers are modelled to detect the evader when there is a direct line of sight to the evader. Any obstacle will block the line of sight, and transparent surfaces are not included in the environment. Sound is also not considered in this model.
The proposed model will allow the evader to record information regarding which direction it is protected from, that is from which direction it cannot be seen. It also gives the agent a measure of 'protectiveness' of a position. In general, this measure is direction independent. That is, the model places no preference on any particular direction when evaluating a given position. This paper examines the development of a model suitable of simulating the evader and its world, such that the evader can compute the degree of cover provided by objects in the environment.
Volume of Cover
If an evader is in space with no objects in the environment, it is not protected at all from any point. A pursuer can be at any point in space and can detect the evader because there is always a direct line of sight from the pursuer to the evader. When a surface exists in the environment, a pursuer will not be able to detect the evader if the direct line of sight is blocked.
The evader is modelled as a sphere. The simplest option of a point evader is not general enough, and other shapes (e.g. cube) are not uniform in all directions, hence complicating the modelling of cover. The most general 3D shape that is uniform in every direction is a sphere. The volume of cover provided by a surface is made up of the tangential planes formed by the edges of the surface with the spherical evader ( Figure 1) .
Depending on size of the surface in question the volume of cover can be converging or diverging. In Figure 2 , in 2D, the agent is considered to be a circle and the tangential lines In a 3-D environment, the volume of cover is made up of the tangential planes formed by the edges of the surface with the spherical evader. Erst, the obstructing surfaces which are larger than the size of the circle (termed large surfaces) produce a diverging area of cover. Second, the obstructing surfaces which are smaller than the size of the circle (termed small surfaces), thus producing a converging cover.
A single small surface will not provide any form of cover, but when combined with other small surface(s) may provide a combined volume which may diverge and provide adequate cover. Consider as an example a number of bricks. A single brick provides no cover, but bricks stacked into a wall will provide cover. Thus, large or small surfaces may be combined with others to form a single larger volume of cover. This combined volume of cover is not simply the union of the individual volumes.
An alternate way to look at the problem is to do some reverse engineering. Instead of finding points that cannot reach the spherical evader, we find the points that cannot be reached by the evader. This is equivalent to considering a spherical light source and the surfaces blocking the rays of light. The resultant shadow volume is volume of cover.
Modelling a Spherical Light Source
Any spherical light source emits light in all directions from each point on the sphere. To check if a point (A) is within a shadow cast by the surface in the environment, it has to be checked against every point on sphere, or at the very least, with the hemisphere of points on the sphere visible from A. Shadow casting is fundamental to generating realistic images in computer graphics (for a survey of work in this area see [14] ). One technique used in computer graphics to model geometric light sources involves modelling point light sources on the surface of the required geometric shape [ 13 [9] [3] . This approximates the light emitted by the geometric light source.
The choice of points on the sphere to obtain an even distribution is complicated by the fact that there are only five types of polyhedra such that all the comers can lie on the sphere, and such that the edges have the same length[l3] [11] . One such polyhedron is a icosahedron which has 12 vertices. These vertices would represents 12 light sources. If more point light sources are placed on the sphere, a better model of a spherical light source is obtained. However, to have more than 12 light sources, the requirement for totally evenly distributed light sources must be relaxed. Any other combination of polyhedra can only approximate even distribution. One approach is to tessellate the polygon faces of icosahedron into triangles [2] .
Each light source on the sphere will cast a shadow for each surface. The shadows cast by all the light sources overlap one another. The volume of complete cover is the region where shadows exist for all light sources, and this region is referred to as umbra. The region of partial cover is termed the penumbra. Consider the case of two light sources placed on a semicircle. figure 3 shows the shadows cast by large and small line segments.
Representing Shadows
Having modelled the spherical light source, the umbra volume in space can be computed. The next question is how to represent this volume. The aim of this work was to be able to answer in what direction, with respect to the centre of evader, protection exists. The natural solution was to place a second sphere, called the sphere of projection, on which a projection could be taken. This projection would indicate the amount of cover in all directions. If this sphere is large, shadows of small surfaces will not reach it leaving only shadows of surrounding large surfaces or the combined shadows of smaller regions as the relevant areas of cover. The shadows of large surfaces diverge ensuring a shadow will be projected onto the outer sphere, no matter how large the sphere of projection is. Figure 4 shows this set up, in which for simplicity, only a light source at the tangential point is considered. Also, the projection on the outer sphere is approximated by considering the triangle this arc subtends at the centre of the sphere. This is represented in Figure 4 as the arc of cover.
The arc of cover does not represent the region of cover. The problem with this method is that the solid area between PQSR, which represents the true cover, is not equal to the approximated area RTS ( Figure 5 ). There are two regions of inaccuracy. First, the excluded region represents areas that should have been included. Second, the included region that is outside the sphere represents regions that should not have been included. The included and excluded regions are dependent on where the external sphere is placed. To resolve the problem of the overestimate consider the angle 8:
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As the radius of the outer-sphere tends towards infinity, 8 will tend towards zero. Thus, by making the radius of the outer-sphere large, the over-estimated region will be small.
In addition, this region is very far away from the evader, and even if we erroneously assume protection from the over-estimated region, the hiding agent will have time to make an evasive manoeuvre. The second inaccuracy, that of under-estimating the amount of cover, poses no danger. This region is at the border of the volume of cover, so this region is most risky to the evader as a pursuer close by could quickly move out of the volume of cover. By ignoring the region there is a safety margin when trying to predict when an agent will move out of the shadow region. The second advantage is that the region is large when close to the surface and is small when far away. A large buffer region is needed close-by since a pursuer moving out of the area of cover is in close proximity to the evader. Lesser buffer regions are needed when far away as more time is available for the hiding agent to make the evasive manoeuvre.
The above discussion had been based on a 2-D model.
The same conditions apply in a 3-D environment. Instead of tangential lines defining the boundary, tangential planes form the boundary. All the inaccuracies above apply in a similar way to the volume of cover.
To work out the shadow region on the sphere of projection, the intersection of the tangential planesfines with the outer sphere of projection is computed. Then a filling operation, common to computer graphics, is applied, so that the region enclosed by the intersection lines can be computed.
Tessellating Sphere of Projection
To find the point light sources involves tessellating an icosahedron. The advantage of this is that the triangles re-main similar in shape and size, but to locate the triangle containing a particular point on the sphere requires a sequence of search steps. Instead, the technique used is based on using longitude and latitude grid lines on the sphere. The sphere is then subdivided into eight quadrants with three great circles perpendicular to one another (e.g. using equator, 0 longitude and 90 longitude). Each quadrant is then broken up in the same way. This division can be seen in Figure 6 . It involves slicing the quadrant into layers along This break up allows each triangle to be adjacent to three other triangles. The triangles on the border of a quadrant are adjacent to one or two triangles on the adjacent quadrant. For along the layers (left and right direction) the last triangle in a layer is adjacent to first triangle of the same layer but of the adjacent quadrant, and vice versa. An example is triangle 3 of quadrant 1 is adjacent to triangle 1 of quadrant 2. The border triangles of the lowest layer in a quadrant is adjacent to the triangle of the same identity but of adjacent quadrant. For example using Figure 6 , the triangle 6 of quadrant 1 is adjacent to triangle 6 of quadrant 5.
The process of finding the triangle in a particular direction involves the following steps:
1. Establish quadrant of direction in question. 2. Find the layer within the quadrant 3. Find the individual triangle within that layer that is in the given direction.
Modelling on a SIMD architecture
The above described model has been implemented on a massively parallel computer. In this section we describe the algorithm involved.
Single When the evader enters a new environment it will have to gain information about environment. For modelling, the information comes from a file. Both the environment and evader's position are with respect to a common origin. The evader then transforms the world to the evader's centre. The position of each edge with respect to the new origin needs to be computed. In the parallel implementation, each edge is passed to a PE. This allows all the edges to check and recompute their coordinates in constant time. This time may be significant because the process is repeated every time the evader moves to a new position. Edges of polygonal surfam are defined by their end points and a directional vector D to specify on which side of this edge the polygon surface resides. Edges in the environment need to be projected onto the sphere of projection. With all edges distributed on different PES this can once again be done in constant time. Only the two edge points of each edge need be projected.
Triangular Patches as Processors
The fundamental purpose of the tessellated sphere of projection is to record the region of shadow. This is achieved by representing each triangle on an individual PE. The tessellated triangles are adjacent to three other triangles. Each triangle knows which quadrant it belongs to, and the triangle identity within that quadrant, (see Figure 6 ). The mapping of triangle to PE is equivalent to mapping a two dimensional array to a one dimensional may using quadrant identity as row, and triangle identity as column.
The advantage of this technique is that it reduces the computational complexity from O(mn), where m is the number of light sources, n is the total number of edges to O W . The sequential algorithm is described below:
We assume there is a light source at every vertex of the tessellated or non-tessellated icosahedron, no-of-Iights in total. There are no-of-surfaces surfaces in the environment; with function no-of-edge (surface returning the number of edges is that surface. The function Find-triangle fmds the triangle on the outer projection sphere onto which the starting end-point of the edge i will be projected by the light source. After marking the end-points of the projected edges, the Mark procedure labels the projected edges. With the boundaries marked, the Fill-inside is called to mark the region enclosed by the boundaries.
PROCEDURE
The parallel algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase each PE represents an edge, and computes the end-points of the projected edge in terms of triangle on the outer sphere. This computation is performed for each light source.
In the second phase each PE represents a triangle on the outer sphere. Each triangle can represent a shadow cast by a different light source, hence it keeps track of pairs (lightsource, edge) resulting in a projection.
The first phase results in the end-points of edge projections being marked. Next these projections are joined to construct the boundaries of the shadow region, and finally the shadow region is filled in. The GlobalOr will test if any of the PES is active, which in this case implies that the overall process can only terminate when all of the edges have been propagated.
If the number of PES available on a given architecture is smaller than the number of edges or the number of mangles, a mapping between virtual PES an the real PES must be constructed [4] .
Results
In this section we show some examples of projecting different surfaces onto the sphere. In each case the general shape of the surface and the corresponding umbra region on the tessellated sphere are shown. The jagged edges of the shadow are due to the low resolution of the sphere. A sphere tessellated into more mangles will give better representation of the cast shadow.
In Figure 7 , an octagon has been projected using 42 light sources. The shadow region is not regular any more due to the low resolution of tessellated sphere of projection. Also the edges when projected form arcs on the sphere and not straight 1 ines. In figure 8 , the figure shown is projected out. The region termed 'valley gap' does not provide cover as it is smaller than the evader. The valley can be said to have been formed by two overlapping triangles removing their inter- 
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In Figure 9 , it shows the projection of a square window placed on a square. The projected shadow shows the hole in the middle. It is to be noted that the internal hole is not square in shape, and this is because of two reasons. First, it is due to the resolution of tessellating the sphere. Second, an effective way of deciding when a triangle on the edge should be included needs to be developed. For all the examples shown, if an edge crosses slightly a triangle, that triangle is marked as a shadow. One solution could be to have the decision if a triangle is part of shadow by checking the proportion of triangle that is in shadow region. 
ConclusiondFuture Work
We have presented a model of an environment to evaluate the behaviour of an agent trying to hide from a pursuer. The model computes the direction and the amount of protection provided by the environment. The computational complexity of this problem is improved by using a parall implementation of this algorithm.
The result permit high level reasoning to be investigated. Further knowledge about the environment and the pusuer would allow to select relevant portions of the environment to be evaluated.
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